Regional brain concentrations of neurotensin following amygdaloid kindled and cortical suprathreshold stimulation-induced seizures in the rat.
There is now considerable evidence that putative neuropeptides are involved in epileptogenic processes. Neurotensin (NT), which affects neuronal excitability in many parts of the CNS, is potentially relevant to the kindling phenomenon, but has not previously been studied in the kindling model of epilepsy. This study compared the short term (24 hr) and long term (3 wk) effects of amygdaloid kindled seizures, and the short term effects of non-kindled seizures (cortical suprathreshold stimulation-induced seizures, STS), on the concentrations of NT in 13 brain regions in the rat. Whereas kindled seizures produced neither short term nor long term changes in NT, the STS resulted in altered NT concentrations, with a decrease in the cortex and increases in the hippocampus and cervical spinal cord. These results reveal seizure-type specific changes in NT in 3 brain regions; and indicate that although NT does not appear to be involved in kindling, it may be important in the neurochemical mechanisms underlying STS.